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Rome and The Guidebook Tradition - Anna
Blennow 2019-04-01
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To this day, no comprehensive academic study of
the development of guidebooks to Rome over
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time has been performed. This book treats the
history of guidebooks to Rome from the Middle
Ages up to the early twentieth century. It is
based on the results of the interdisciplinary
research project Topos and Topography, led by
Anna Blennow and Stefano Fogelberg Rota.
From the case studies performed within the
project, it becomes evident that the guidebook
as a phenomenon was formed in Rome during
the later Middle Ages and early Renaissance.
The elements and rhetorical strategies of
guidebooks over time have shown to be
surprisingly uniform, with three important
points of development: a turn towards a more
user-friendly structure from the seventeenth
century and onward; the so-called ’Baedeker
effect’ in the mid-nineteenth century; and the
introduction of a personalized guiding voice in
the first half of the twentieth century. Thus, the
‘guidebook tradition’ is an unusually consistent
literary oeuvre, which also forms a warranty for
the authority of every new guidebook. In this
livre-gratuit-calendar-girl-mars-par-audrey-carlan

respect, the guidebook tradition is intimately
associated with the city of Rome, with which it
shares a constantly renovating yet eternally
fixed nature.
The African Film Industry - UNESCO
2021-10-01
The production and distribution of film and
audiovisual works is one of the most dynamic
growth sectors in the world. Thanks to digital
technologies, production has been growing
rapidly in Africa in recent years. For the first
time, a complete mapping of the film and
audiovisual industry in 54 States of the African
continent is available, including quantitative and
qualitative data and an analysis of their
strengths and weaknesses at the continental and
regional levels.The report proposes strategic
recommendations for the development of the
film and audiovisual sectors in Africa and invites
policymakers, professional organizations, firms,
filmmakers and artists to implement them in a
concerted manner.
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The Other Daughter - Lisa Gardner 2004-09-28
Twenty years ago, Melanie Stokes was
abandoned in a Boston hospital, then adopted by
a wealthy young couple. Gifted with loving
parents, a doting brother, and an indulgent
uncle, Melanie has always considered herself
lucky. Until the first cryptic, threatening note
arrives: “You Get What You Deserve.” Melanie
has no memory of her life before the adoption.
Now someone wants her to remember it
all—even the darkest nightmare the Stokes
family ever faced: the murder of their first
daughter. As Melanie pursues every lead and
chases every shadow in search of her real
identity, two seemingly unrelated events from
her past will come together in a dangerous
explosion of truth. BONUS: This edition contains
an excerpt from Lisa Gardner's Love You More.
Untamed - S. C. Stephens 2015-11-03
"Addicting and heart-pounding-you won't be able
to put it down until you've devoured every
word." ---Christina Lauren, New York Times
livre-gratuit-calendar-girl-mars-par-audrey-carlan

bestselling author #1 New York Times
bestselling author S. C. Stephens brings us the
next book in her Thoughtless series! The
spotlight doesn't only shine. Sometimes, it
burns. UNTAMED Being the bad-boy bassist for
the world's hottest band has earned Griffin
Hancock some perks: a big house, a fast car, and
most importantly his incredible wife Anna. The
one thing it hasn't brought him is the spotlight.
Anna tells him to be patient, that his talent will
win out. But Griffin is through waiting for
permission to shine. Without warning, Griffin
makes a shocking decision and takes the gamble
of a lifetime. Suddenly he's caught up in a new
level of lights, cameras, and chaos--one that
pushes his relationship with Anna to its limits.
Anna has always found his unpredictable
behavior sexy, but lately he's seen an ache in her
eyes, and it has his soul in knots. Just as the
recognition Griffin seeks is finally within reach,
the thing he loves most in life could be slipping
through his fingers . . .
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A Million Guilty Pleasures - C. L. Parker
2014-02-04
Two million dollars secured Noah Crawford the
most enticing woman he has ever known.
Initiating Delaine Talbot into a sensuous world
of pleasure took them both to the brink—again
and again. But when Noah discovers why the
beautiful innocent sold her body to the highest
bidder, he’s faced with the hardest thing he ever
had to do: Set her free. Lanie can’t believe Noah
would let her go. Doesn’t he know they share a
bond deeper than sex—a connection too
powerful to sever? Not even a treacherous
enemy out to destroy Noah or the dark secret
haunting the multimillionaire can keep them
apart. But first Lanie has to show him that he
belongs to her, even if it means risking
everything for a love that can never be bought or
sold. Praise for A Million Guilty Pleasures “[C.
L.] Parker’s story shines with sexy shenanigans
that steam up the pages.”—RT Book Reviews
(4-1/2 stars) “The charm and passion that made
livre-gratuit-calendar-girl-mars-par-audrey-carlan

the first book a success are back in spades here.
. . . A great followup, and a fitting end to an
amazing pair. Noah and Lanie are a raunchy,
loving couple and so much fun to read
about.”—Miss Boxy Frown “Million Dollar Duet
has a sexy billionaire hero and quirky heroine. It
is packed with steamy scenes, and as romantic
as can be.”—Under the Covers A Million Guilty
Pleasures is intended for mature audiences.
320 Rue St Jacques - Wendy Michallat
2018-08-31
In November 1939 Madeleine Blaess, a Frenchborn, British-raised student, set off for Paris to
study for a doctorate in Medieval French
literature at the Sorbonne. She was forced to
remain in France for the duration of the German
Occupation and in October 1940 began to write
a diary.
Life - Audrey Carlan 2017-02-28
Editorial Reviews "Life is LIFE. The feels, the
ups and downs, the tears, the laughs and oh the
feelings that this story evoked in me!!" –White
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Hot Reads "There was no other rating I could
give this one but 5 stars. It was everything I
hoped it would be and so much more." –My Time
Out Book Blog "It was intense, scary,
breathtaking, suspenseful the whole package."
–Bookworm's Book Blog "There was no other
rating I could give this one but 5 stars. It was
everything I hoped it would be and so much
more. I am now waiting impatiently for the next
instalment!!!" –My Time Out Book Blog Synopsis
Maria De La Torre is a survivor. Her life has not
been paved with streets of gold…but with blood
and sacrifice. She may have been there for her
soul sister in the Trinity Trilogy but this story is
about her life. The life she chooses. The same
life someone from her past is trying to take
away. Elijah is the last man in the entire world
Maria should be with. He’s a dark, gritty, lawless
bounty hunter—the exact opposite of the man
she loved and lost, the man who gave up
everything for her. Only Elijah is not the type of
guy to back down. He’s used to getting what he
livre-gratuit-calendar-girl-mars-par-audrey-carlan

wants and he’s set his sights on the raven-haired
seductress. Time is not on Maria and Elijah’s
side. There’s a new threat to the soul sister, one
Maria never thought she’d have to face again.
And this time, the stakes are life and death.
Maria quickly learns that the things she wants
most in this lifetime may just be the things that
have the power to destroy her.
Mystifying the Monarch - Jeroen Deploige 2006
The power of monarchs has traditionally been as
much symbolic as actual, rooted in popular
imagery of sovereignty, divinity, and authority.
In Mystifying the Monarch, a distinguished
group of contributors explores the changing
nature of that imagery—and its political and
social effects—in Europe from the Middle Ages
to the present day. They demonstrate that,
rather than a linear progression where
perceptions of rulers moved inexorably from the
sacred to the banal, in reality the history of
monarchy has been one of constant tension
between mystification and demystification.
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History of Beauty - UMBERTO. ECO 2004
A study of the idea of beauty explores the everchanging concept of beauty from the ancient
Greeks to today.
May - Audrey Carlan 2015-08-03
"A sexy, fast-paced, and downright addictive
read. I devoured every word of Mia's journey."
–Meghan March, USA Today Bestselling Author
Synopsis Swimsuits, sun, surfing, and a sexy
Samoan. I headed to the island of Oahu, Hawaii
to meet with cutting-edge swimsuit fashion
designer, Angel D’Amico, to serve as head model
for the “Beauty Comes in All Sizes” swimsuit
campaign. The designer wants to show the world
that beauty is not just a size two. My curves got
me into this gig, and, the moment I laid eyes on
my modeling “partner,” I’d never been happier
with my buxom form. Tai Niko had everything
the average man lacked. Height, broad
shoulders, a nipped in waist, square pecs, tree
trunk thighs, and a look that rivaled “The Rock.”
The part that made me drool and weakened my
livre-gratuit-calendar-girl-mars-par-audrey-carlan

knees, was the thick, intricate tribal tattoos
running down the entire left side of his muscled
frame from shoulder to ankle. The design was
unlike anything I’d ever seen, and I couldn’t wait
to trace the tips of my fingers over every inch.
*** In the fifth book of the Calendar Girl serial,
Mia is sent to Oahu, HI. Still on her mission to
save her father, she embraces the model life to
prove beauty really does come in all sizes. Each
installment in the Calendar Girl Serial will
release every month throughout 2015. The
stories will feature Mia’s journey as an escort to
twelve clients in twelve different locations.
Warning: This book is designed for audiences
18+ due to language and graphic sexual content.
The Big Blowdown - George Pelecanos
1999-09-24
Karras and Recevo face off when organized
crime threatens their old friend's establishment
in a story that explores the seamier side of life
surrounding Nick's Grill
September - Audrey Carlan 2015-09-30
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"Be prepared for a serious book hangover as you
embark on a year's worth of sexy heroes and
wild rides!" –Meredith Wild, #1 NYT Bestselling
Author of the Hacker Series Synopsis Vegas,
Viscous Exes, and Ventilators. My life felt like a
fast ride on a too short highway. Coming home
should be roses and rainbows, but nothing that
comes out of the desert blooms free. I was most
certainly not free. I’d missed my payment to
Blaine, owed the last client a hundred grand I
didn’t have, and my father was on his deathbed.
To make matters worse, Wes was missing in
action. As in, no one had seen or heard from him
in three weeks. Devastation didn’t begin to
explain where my mental state was at. Like
anything life had thrown my way, I pulled on my
big girl panties, not the sexy lacy ones I enjoyed
teasing my guy with, but the kind that said,
“This ass means business.” I had no choice but
to make the decision I made. My ex, the man
that ruined the concept of love for me, put my
father in the hospital, was about to get
livre-gratuit-calendar-girl-mars-par-audrey-carlan

everything he ever wanted…at least that’s what I
led him to believe. *** In the ninth book of the
Calendar Girl serial, Mia rushes back home to
Las Vegas, Nevada. Things have taken a turn for
her father, putting her into debt up to her
eyeballs. Each installment in the Calendar Girl
Serial will release every month throughout 2015.
The stories will feature Mia’s journey as an
escort to twelve clients in twelve different
locations.
Ancient Egypt Transformed - Adela Oppenheim
2015-10-12
The Middle Kingdom (ca. 2030–1650 B.C.) was a
transformational period in ancient Egypt, during
which older artistic conventions, cultural
principles, religious beliefs, and political systems
were revived and reimagined. Ancient Egypt
Transformed presents a comprehensive picture
of the art of the Middle Kingdom, arguably the
least known of Egypt’s three kingdoms and yet
one that saw the creation of powerful,
compelling works rendered with great subtlety
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and sensitivity. The book brings together nearly
300 diverse works— including sculpture, relief
decoration, stelae, jewelry, coffins, funerary
objects, and personal possessions from the
world’s leading collections of Egyptian art.
Essays on architecture, statuary, tomb and
temple relief decoration, and stele explore how
Middle Kingdom artists adapted forms and
iconography of the Old Kingdom, using existing
conventions to create strikingly original works.
Twelve lavishly illustrated chapters, each with a
scholarly essay and entries on related objects,
begin with discussions of the distinctive art that
arose in the south during the early Middle
Kingdom, the artistic developments that
followed the return to Egypt’s traditional capital
in the north, and the renewed construction of
pyramid complexes. Thematic chapters devoted
to the pharaoh, royal women, the court, and the
vital role of family explore art created for
different strata of Egyptian society, while others
provide insight into Egypt’s expanding relations
livre-gratuit-calendar-girl-mars-par-audrey-carlan

with foreign lands and the themes of Middle
Kingdom literature. The era’s religious beliefs
and practices, such as the pilgrimage to Abydos,
are revealed through magnificent objects
created for tombs, chapels, and temples. Finally,
the book discusses Middle Kingdom
archaeological sites, including excavations
undertaken by the Metropolitan Museum over a
number of decades. Written by an international
team of respected Egyptologists and Middle
Kingdom specialists, the text provides recent
scholarship and fresh insights, making the book
an authoritative resource.
March - Audrey Carlan 2015-08-03
"Be prepared for a serious book hangover as you
embark on a year's worth of sexy heroes and
wild rides!" –Meredith Wild, #1 NYT Bestselling
Author of the Hacker Series Synopsis A fiancée.
I’m going to Chicago to pretend to be some
Italian Stallion’s future wife. Why a massive
hunk, boxer, and rich restaurateur needs a fake
bride is beyond me. Then again, I’m not paid to
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know why. I’m paid $100,000 to be his escort, or
in this case, the woman he’s supposedly “going”
to marry. The moment I met Antony “Tony”
Fasano, I thought I might have lost my ability to
breathe. In my twenty four years of life, I’d not
seen anything like him. Clad only in a small
towel precariously dangling from his hips--water
droplets streaming down every inch of his
muscular frame--I knew right then and there, I’d
finally seen male perfection in all its raw glory.
What happened next blew me away. It was now
abundantly clear why he needed me...a fake
fiancée.
Royally Screwed - Emma Chase 2016-10-18
The Magic of Jewels and Charms - George
Frederick Kunz 1915
The Pact - Karina Halle 2014
*The Pact is a full-length, standalone "friends to
lovers" contemporary adult romance*It all
started with a pinky swear...Linden McGregor is
livre-gratuit-calendar-girl-mars-par-audrey-carlan

tall, rugged, and gunslinger handsome; a
helicopter pilot with a Scottish brogue and
charm to spare. He's also one of Stephanie
Robson's best friends and has fit into that box
for as long as she's known him.Beautiful, funny
and an ambitious businesswoman (with one hell
of an ass), Stephanie Robson is one of Linden
McGregor's best friends and has fit into that box
for as long as he's known her.But some
relationships can't be boxed, can't be classified,
can't be tamed.Back in their mid-twenties and
tired of the competitive hit-or-miss dating scene
of San Francisco, Steph and Linden made a pact
to marry each other if neither one of them were
in a serious relationship by the time they hit
thirty.It sounded like fun and games at the time
but as the years to thirty tick past and lovers
come and go out of their lives, the pact becomes
larger than life.Sex is inevitable. Friendships are
tested. Hearts are on the line.The pact is about
to change everything.Note: due to the dirty talk
and sexy times, The Pact is not meant for anyone
9/23
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under the age of 18.
What the Heart Wants - Audrey Carlan
2020-07-28
From the #1 bestselling author of the beloved
Calendar Girl books comes the first in a witty,
wise and emotionally compelling new series,
where coming home is just the beginning… “Fly
free.” For ten years those words, written on pink
parchment paper in her mother’s beautiful
handwriting, have been Suda Kaye Ross’s
guiding star. Every year on her birthday, Suda
Kaye opens another of the letters her mother
penned before she passed, heeding the advice
inside as she fills her life with experiences. From
Italy to Australia, from Rio to Russia, she’s
slaked her wanderlust. And then, on her twentyeighth birthday, she opens the letter that sends
her home. Returning to Colorado means
confronting everything—and everyone—she left
behind, including her cherished sister, Evie, and
her first love, Camden Bryant. Suda Kaye and
Cam spent four years and one unforgettable

night together. Given the way she ran out on
him, it’s no surprise that he’s wary,
resentful…and engaged to someone else. Evie,
hardworking and überresponsible, just wants
her sister to put down roots at last. For Evie’s
sake, and her own, Suda Kaye is trying to build a
new life, all the while wondering whether it’s too
late to come back home—or if the most
important part of her never really left. Don’t
miss On the Sweet Side,the next book in Audrey
Carlan's The Wish series! With the emotional
pull of Susan Wiggs' and Robyn Carr’s engaging
family dramas, On the Sweet Side is a sassy and
emotional strangers-to-sisters story about the
enduring power of family-both the one you're
born with and the one you choose.
January - Audrey Carlan 2015-08-03
“Fresh, fun, and unbelievably hot, Audrey
Carlan's Calendar Girl series will have you
falling in love over and over again and craving
the next installment." –Meredith Wild, #1 NYT
Bestselling Author Synopsis It’s really simple. I
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needed money. A lot of money. One million
dollars to be exact. The amount didn’t matter.
All that mattered is that at the end of that price
tag held my father’s life. No money. No life. The
time limit was one year. On January 1st I had to
pay up or my Father was going to be killed.
When you’re faced with an ultimatum like this,
you do whatever you have to do. And that’s
exactly what I did. The job…Exquisite Escorts.
My role, serve as high priced arm candy to
anyone that can afford the $100,000 price tag
for a month of my company. Sex is optional (for
me) and a 20% increase on the price. *** Mia
Saunders just barely escaped a paltry life back
home in Las Vegas until she gets the call that
her Father has been beaten to within an inch of
his life for not paying his gambling debt.
Problem is, the lone shark is her lousy, ruthless
ex-boyfriend. Another guy in a long line of men
she’d fallen head over heels for. Not anymore.
Mia’s mission is simple. Serve as a high-priced
escort for her Aunt’s company and pay monthly

against her Father’s bad debt. A month with a
rich man who she doesn’t have to sleep with if
she doesn’t want to? Easy money. At least that’s
the way it was supposed to go. Each installment
in the Calendar Girl Serial will release every
month throughout 2015. The stories will feature
Mia, told from her perspective as she continues
her journey as an escort to twelve clients in
twelve different locations. Warning: This book is
designed for audiences 18+ due to language and
graphic sexual content.
Français Interactif - Karen Kelton 2019-08-15
This textbook includes all 13 chapters of
Français interactif. It accompanies
www.laits.utexas.edu/fi, the web-based French
program developed and in use at the University
of Texas since 2004, and its companion site,
Tex's French Grammar (2000)
www.laits.utexas.edu/tex/ Français interactif is
an open acess site, a free and open multimedia
resources, which requires neither password nor
fees. Français interactif has been funded and
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created by Liberal Arts Instructional Technology
Services at the University of Texas, and is
currently supported by COERLL, the Center for
Open Educational Resources and Language
Learning UT-Austin, and the U.S. Department of
Education Fund for the Improvement of PostSecondary Education (FIPSE Grant
P116B070251) as an example of the open access
initiative.
The American Yawp - Joseph L. Locke
2019-01-22
"I too am not a bit tamed—I too am
untranslatable / I sound my barbaric yawp over
the roofs of the world."—Walt Whitman, "Song of
Myself," Leaves of Grass The American Yawp is a
free, online, collaboratively built American
history textbook. Over 300 historians joined
together to create the book they wanted for their
own students—an accessible, synthetic narrative
that reflects the best of recent historical
scholarship and provides a jumping-off point for
discussions in the U.S. history classroom and

beyond. Long before Whitman and long after,
Americans have sung something collectively
amid the deafening roar of their many individual
voices. The Yawp highlights the dynamism and
conflict inherent in the history of the United
States, while also looking for the common
threads that help us make sense of the past.
Without losing sight of politics and power, The
American Yawp incorporates transnational
perspectives, integrates diverse voices, recovers
narratives of resistance, and explores the
complex process of cultural creation. It looks for
America in crowded slave cabins, bustling
markets, congested tenements, and marbled
halls. It navigates between maternity wards,
prisons, streets, bars, and boardrooms. The fully
peer-reviewed edition of The American Yawp will
be available in two print volumes designed for
the U.S. history survey. Volume I begins with the
indigenous people who called the Americas
home before chronicling the collision of Native
Americans, Europeans, and Africans.The
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American Yawp traces the development of
colonial society in the context of the larger
Atlantic World and investigates the origins and
ruptures of slavery, the American Revolution,
and the new nation's development and rebirth
through the Civil War and Reconstruction.
Rather than asserting a fixed narrative of
American progress, The American Yawp gives
students a starting point for asking their own
questions about how the past informs the
problems and opportunities that we confront
today.
Middlebrow Matters - Diana Holmes 2018
This is the first book to study the middlebrow
novel in France. It asks what middlebrow means,
and applies the term positively to explore the
'poetics' of the types of novel that have attracted
'ordinary' fiction readers - in their majority
female - since the end of the 19th century.
Dark Wild Night - Christina Lauren 2015-09-15
When three college besties meet three hot guys
in Vegas, anything could--and does--happen.

Religion and Power - Nicole Maria Brisch 2008
This volume represents a collection of
contributions presented during the Third Annual
University of Chicago Oriental Institute Seminar
Religion and Power: Divine Kingship in the
Ancient World and Beyond, held at the Oriental
Institute, February 23-24, 2007. The purpose of
this conference was to examine more closely
concepts of kingship in various regions of the
world and in different time periods. The study of
kingship goes back to the roots of fields such as
anthropology and religious studies, as well as
Assyriology and Near Eastern archaeology. More
recently, several conferences have been held on
kingship, drawing on cross-cultural comparisons.
Yet the question of the divinity of the king as god
has never before been examined within the
framework of a cross-cultural and multidisciplinary conference. Some of the recent
anthropological literature on kingship relegates
this question of kings who deified themselves to
the background or voices serious misgivings
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about the usefulness of the distinction between
divine and sacred kings. Several contributors to
this volume have pointed out the Western,
Judeo-Christian background of our categories of
the human and the divine. However, rather than
abandoning the term divine kingship because of
its loaded history it is more productive to
examine the concept of divine kingship more
closely from a new perspective in order to
modify our understanding of this term and the
phenomena associated with it.
Access to Knowledge in Africa - Chris Armstrong
2010
"This book is a result of an international and
interdisciplinary research project known as the
African Copyright and Access to Knowledge
(ACA2K) project"--Acknowledgments.
Family Portraits with Saints - Alexandre
Papas 2020-08-10
Die Reihe Islamkundliche Untersuchungen
wurde 1969 im Klaus Schwarz Verlag begründet
und hat sich zu einem der wichtigsten

Publikationsorgane der Islamwissenschaft in
Deutschland entwickelt. Die über 330 Bände
widmen sich der Geschichte, Kultur und den
Gesellschaften Nordafrikas, des Nahen und
Mittleren Ostens sowie Zentral-, Süd- und
Südost-Asiens.
Beautiful Beginning - Christina Lauren
2013-11-19
The Beautiful Bastard series continues in this
new novella—back when not being able to stand
each other also meant not being able to keep
their hands of each other, neither Bennett nor
Chloe could have seen this day coming. One
beautiful bastard of a groom. The most beautiful
bitch of a bride. A panty-ripping office hook-up
turned true love everlasting. Wedding bells can’t
chime soon enough for Chloe Mills and Bennett
Ryan. Chloe, exasperated and stressed by all the
last-minute to-dos, is on the verge of saying “I
do” to eloping. For his part, Bennett’s so worried
about being distracted by Chloe’s body that he
makes a no-sex-until-the-wedding-night rule that
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only seems to be making things worse by
continually backfiring on him. As their crazy
families descend for the big day- only a few of
them actually trying to be helpful- the fiery
lovers are about to test whether the couple that
argues together can keep it together long
enough to exchange rings, and not just heated
words.
UNESCO Science Report - UNESCO
2021-06-18
Good People - Nir Baram 2016-05-02
It’s late 1938. Thomas Heiselberg has built a
career in Berlin as a market researcher for an
American advertising company. In Leningrad,
twenty-two-year-old Sasha Weissberg has grown
up eavesdropping on the intellectual
conversations in her parents’ literary salon. They
each have grand plans for their lives. Neither of
them thinks about politics too much, but after
catastrophe strikes they will have no choice.
Thomas puts his research skills to work

elaborating Nazi propaganda. Sasha persuades
herself that working as a literary editor of
confessions for Stalin’s secret police is the only
way to save her family. When destiny brings
them together, they will have to face the
consequences of the decisions they have made.
Nir Baram’s Good People has been showered
with praise in many countries. With its acute
awareness of the individual amid towering
historical landscapes, it is a tour de force:
sparkling, erudite, a glimpse into the abyss. Nir
Baram was born into a political family in
Jerusalem in 1976. His grandfather and father
were both ministers in Israeli Labor Party
governments. He has worked as a journalist and
an editor, and as an advocate for equal rights for
Palestinians. He began publishing fiction when
he was twenty-two, and is the author of five
novels, including The Remaker of Dreams, Good
People and World Shadow. His novels have been
translated into more than ten languages and
received critical acclaim around the world. He
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has been shortlisted several times for the Sapir
Prize and in 2010 received the Prime Minister’s
Award for Hebrew Literature. Text will publish a
work of reportage by Nir Baram in 2017.
‘Written with great talent, momentum and
ingenuity...it expands the borders of literature to
reveal new landscapes.’ Amos Oz ‘One of the
most intriguing writers in Israeli literature
today.’ Haaretz ‘Good People rewards the
reader’s patience while mining a tragic sense of
irony that extends all the way to its title.’ Big
Issue ‘Baram uses intense geographical plotting
and is chillingly eloquent...[Good People] is
tremendous. I read it in two sittings and I
learned a lot. How does a man in his early 30s
know how to write like this?’ Australian ‘Good
People is a richly textured panorama of German
and Russian life...This ample novel lives most
memorably through Baram’s vignettes of people,
dwellings, cities, landscapes and the like that
seem to lie, at times, at the periphery of its
central concerns.’ Age/Sydney Morning Herald

‘A groundbreaker...Riveting reading.’ Qantas
Magazine ‘Good People is the tale of ordinary,
middle-class lives sucked into a moral
maelstrom. It is compulsive and profoundly
disturbing.’ Sunday Star Times ‘Astonishingly
powerful...[A] compelling, important story.’ New
Zealand Listener ‘Chillingly captures the terrors
and tensions of life under Stalin and Hitler. The
chapters set in Russia are particularly effective,
carrying the suspense of a spy thriller. Nir
Baram explores the frightening speed and ease
with which ordinary people become
functionaries in totalitarian societies.’ TLS ‘Good
People is a subtle, original, and fascinating take
on the wartime story. We forget that the
brutality was as much a bureaucratic effort as a
military one. We forget that even the most
massive, most evil forces are comprised of
moving human parts. If Good People has a
moral, it is this: the totalitarian state will
attempt to possess the individual by co-opting
his (relatively innocent) instincts—ambition,
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greed, security and love. The question at heart is
if it is possible within an evil system to be good.’
Jewish Book Council
Education and Social Justice - J. Zajda
2006-09-09
This book explores the problematic relationship
between education, social justice and the State,
against the background of comparative
education research. The book critiques the
status quo of stratified school systems, and the
unequal distribution of cultural capital and value
added schooling. The authors address one of
today’s most pressing questions: Are social,
economic and cultural divisions between the
nations, between school sectors, between
schools and between students growing or
declining?
A Portrait in Letters - John Henry Stape
1996-01-01
A Portrait in Letters: Correspondence to and
about Joseph Conrad offers an annotated
selection of letters to Conrad preserved in

widely scattered archives. Augmented by letters
about his work and personality, the volume also
contains a calendar of all known surviving
correspondence addressed to him. An essential
supplement to the Cambridge Edition ofThe
Collected Letters of Joseph Conrad, A Portrait in
Letters presents Conrad in the round, offering
glimpses not only of the working writer but of
the husband, parent, and friend. The letters offer
new information about Conrad's literary circle
and fill out numerous details about his career.
Brief, authoritative biographies of the
correspondents are included, and an
introduction, description of editorial principles,
and full index to the volume provide the
scholarly contextualization and tools necessary
for easy access to its contents.
November - Audrey Carlan 2015-11-30
"A sexy, fast-paced, and downright addictive
read. I devoured every word of Mia's journey."
–Meghan March, USA Today Bestselling Author
Synopsis Life, Love, Laughter. Three things I
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never expected to experience in the month of
giving thanks, but that is just what I received.
Wes had survived Hell on Earth, and was back
where he was meant to be…in my arms and my
bed. For good. There would be no breaking us
apart after the trauma we experienced up to this
point. My new job with Century Production sent
me to the big apple to interview celebrities for a
special segment on being thankful. What is a girl
to do when she has an entire host of celebrity
friends from her past year of travels? You better
believe I called up my friends Mason Murphy,
all-star pitcher for the Red Sox, and Anton
Santiago, the Latin Lov-ah, to participate. They
were all too happy to oblige, only my guy’s
feathers were a bit ruffled by the ease with
which they came running. Add in my new family
and you’ve got a fairytale Thanksgiving. Except
for one tiny detail…the single seat at the table,
left open by the hole in my heart that only one
person could fill. *** In the eleventh book of the
Calendar Girl serial, Mia is off to New York City

to film a segment for her new job. Now that her
debt has been paid, and the threat from her ex is
gone, she no longer has to live life as an escort.
Only life has thrown her some new challenges to
round out her year. Each installment in the
Calendar Girl Serial will release every month
throughout 2015. Warning: This book is
designed for audiences 18+ due to language and
graphic sexual content.
Professors, Physicians and Practices in the
History of Medicine - Gideon Manning
2017-05-15
This book presents essays by eminent scholars
from across the history of medicine, early
science and European history, including those
expert on the history of the book. The volume
honors Professor Nancy Siraisi and reflects the
impact that Siraisi's scholarship has had on a
range of fields. Contributions address several
topics ranging from the medical provenance of
biblical commentary to the early modern
emergence of pathological medicine. Along the
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way, readers may learn of the purchasing habits
of physician-book collectors, the writing of
history and the development of natural history.
Modeling the interdisciplinary approaches
championed by Siraisi, this volume attests to the
enduring value of her scholarship while also
highlighting critical areas of future research.
Those with an interest in the history of science,
the history of medicine and all related fields will
find this work a stimulating and rewarding read.
Paris to the Moon - Adam Gopnik 2001-12-18
Paris. The name alone conjures images of
chestnut-lined boulevards, sidewalk cafés,
breathtaking façades around every corner--in
short, an exquisite romanticism that has
captured the American imagination for as long
as there have been Americans. In 1995, Adam
Gopnik, his wife, and their infant son left the
familiar comforts and hassles of New York City
for the urbane glamour of the City of Light.
Gopnik is a longtime New Yorker writer, and the
magazine has sent its writers to Paris for

decades--but his was above all a personal
pilgrimage to the place that had for so long been
the undisputed capital of everything cultural and
beautiful. It was also the opportunity to raise a
child who would know what it was to romp in the
Luxembourg Gardens, to enjoy a croque
monsieur in a Left Bank café--a child (and
perhaps a father, too) who would have a grasp of
that Parisian sense of style we Americans find so
elusive. So, in the grand tradition of the
American abroad, Gopnik walked the paths of
the Tuileries, enjoyed philosophical discussions
at his local bistro, wrote as violet twilight fell on
the arrondissements. Of course, as readers of
Gopnik's beloved and award-winning "Paris
Journals" in The New Yorker know, there was
also the matter of raising a child and carrying on
with day-to-day, not-so-fabled life. Evenings with
French intellectuals preceded middle-of-thenight baby feedings; afternoons were filled with
trips to the Musée d'Orsay and pinball games;
weekday leftovers were eaten while three-star
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chefs debated a "culinary crisis." As Gopnik
describes in this funny and tender book, the dual
processes of navigating a foreign city and
becoming a parent are not completely dissimilar
journeys--both hold new routines, new
languages, a new set of rules by which everyday
life is lived. With singular wit and insight,
Gopnik weaves the magical with the mundane in
a wholly delightful, often hilarious look at what it
was to be an American family man in Paris at the
end of the twentieth century. "We went to Paris
for a sentimental reeducation-I did anyway-even
though the sentiments we were instructed in
were not the ones we were expecting to learn,
which I believe is why they call it an education."
February - Audrey Carlan 2015-08-03
"Mia's whirlwind journey is a refreshing mix of
adventure, soul-searching, and steaming hot
physical intensity that packs an emotional
punch." –Meredith Wild, #1 NYT Bestselling
Author of the Hacker Series Synopsis A muse.
Me. The motorcycle riding, ass-kicking, concert

t-shirt wearing chick from Las Vegas, is a worldrenowned French artist’s muse. For a month. I
had no idea when I took the escort job with
Exquisite Escorts I would be standing naked in
front of a blank canvas in a Seattle warehouse.
“Love on Canvas” he calls his exhibit, a
combination of photographic stills and paint
entwined to create the most awe-inspiring pieces
the world will ever see. Except every last one of
them features me and a moment in time where I
was vulnerable. Alec Dubois played on those
vulnerabilities, teaching me lessons about love
and life that would stay with me through the rest
of my days. *** Mia Saunders continues her
mission to bail out her comatose father whose
life is on the line to a dangerous loan-shark who
happens to be Mia’s ex-boyfriend. For this
journey, she serves as a high-priced escort to
French artist named Alec Dubois in Seattle,
Washington. Each installment in the Calendar
Girl Serial will release every month throughout
2015. The stories will feature Mia, told from her
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perspective as she continues her journey as an
escort to twelve clients in twelve different
locations. Warning: This book is designed for
audiences 18+ due to language and graphic
sexual content.
An Anglo-Norman Reader - Jane Bliss
2018-02-08
This book is an anthology with a difference. It
presents a distinctive variety of Anglo-Norman
works, beginning in the twelfth century and
ending in the nineteenth, covering a broad range
of genres and writers, introduced in a lively and
thought-provoking way. Facing-page
translations, into accessible and engaging
modern English, are provided throughout,
bringing these texts to life for a contemporary
audience. The collection offers a selection of
fascinating passages, and whole texts, many of
which are not anthologised or translated
anywhere else. It explores little-known byways of
Arthurian legend and stories of real-life crime
and punishment; women’s voices tell history,

write letters, berate pagans; advice is offered on
how to win friends and influence people, how to
cure people’s ailments and how to keep clear of
the law; and stories from the Bible are retold
with commentary, together with guidance on
prayer and confession. Each text is introduced
and elucidated with notes and full references,
and the material is divided into three main
sections: Story (a variety of narrative forms),
Miscellany (including letters, law and medicine,
and other non-fiction), and Religious (saints'
lives, sermons, Bible commentary, and prayers).
Passages in one genre have been chosen so as to
reflect themes or stories that appear in another,
so that the book can be enjoyed as a collection
or used as a resource to dip into for selected
texts. This anthology is essential reading for
students and scholars of Anglo-Norman and
medieval literature and culture. Wide-ranging
and fully referenced, it can be used as a
springboard for further study or relished in its
own right by readers interested to discover
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Anglo-Norman literature that was written to
amuse, instruct, entertain, or admonish medieval
audiences.
Foxfire - Joyce Carol Oates 1994-08-01
New York Times bestselling author Joyce Carol
Oates’s strongest and most unsparing novel
yet—an always engrossing, often shocking
evocation of female rage, gallantry, and grit. The
time is the 1950s. The place is a blue-collar town
in upstate New York, where five high school girls
join a gang dedicated to pride, power, and
vengeance on a world that seems made to
denigrate and destroy them. Here is the secret
history of a sisterhood of blood, a haven from a
world of male oppressors, marked by a liberating
fury that burns too hot to last. Above all, it is the
story of Legs Sadovsky, with her lean, on-theedge, icy beauty, whose nerve, muscle, hate, and
hurt make her the spark of Foxfire: its guiding
spirit, its burning core. At once brutal and
lyrical, this is a careening joyride of a
novel—charged with outlaw energy and lit by

intense emotion. Amid scenes of violence and
vengeance lies this novel’s greatest power: the
exquisite, astonishing rendering of the bonds
that link the Foxfire girls together. Foxfire
reaffirms Joyce Carol Oates’s place at the very
summit of American writing.
My Fantoms - Theophile Gautier 2008-08-05
Romantic provocateur, flamboyant bohemian,
precocious novelist, perfect poet—not to mention
an inexhaustible journalist, critic, and manabout-town—Théophile Gautier is one of the
major figures, and great characters, of French
literature. In My Fantoms Richard Holmes, the
celebrated biographer of Shelley and Coleridge,
has found a brilliantly effective new way to bring
this great bu too-little-known writer into English.
My Fantoms assembles seven stories spanning
the whole of Gautier’s career into a unified work
that captures the essence of his adventurous life
and subtle art. From the erotic awakening of
“The Adolescent” through “The Poet,” a piercing
recollection of the mad genius Gérard de Nerval,
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the great friend of Gautier’s youth, My Fantoms
celebrates the senses and illuminates the
strange disguises of the spirit, while taking
readers on a tour of modernity at its most
mysterious. ”What ever would the Devil find to
do in Paris?” Gautier wonders. “He would meet
people just as diabolical as he, and find himself
taken for some naïve provincial…” Tapestries,
statues, and corpses come to life; young men
dream their way into ruin; and Gautier keeps his
faith in the power of imagination: “No one is
truly dead, until they are no longer loved.”
Beautiful Bombshell - Christina Lauren
2013-09-03
In this new novella, the gentlemen from
Beautiful Bastard, Beautiful Stranger, and
Beautiful Player are out for a wild night on The
Strip. A beautiful bastard of a groom-to-be. A
bachelor-party-crashing bride. And one
unforgettable night on the Vegas strip. When
Bennett’s friends steal him away from Chloe for

a weekend of shenanigans and strippers in
Vegas, their first stop doesn’t exactly go as
planned. Their scheme for a guys’ weekend
completely derailed, Bennett and Max take every
chance they get to rendezvous secretly with the
women they love. But when the persistently
single Will Sumner catches on, the pair realizes
they need to team up with him instead of butting
heads if they’re to escape for more sexy Vegas
hookups. Beautiful Bastard’s Chloe Mills and
Bennett Ryan are back for one last blazing
prewedding hurrah- but if what happens in
Vegas stays in Vegas, they might not ever want
to leave!
The Sweet Forever - George P. Pelecanos
2011-08-15
One of the 1990s' rising stars of crime fiction
delivers a bold, brilliant tale of mystery,
revenge, and survival in the 1980s, when
cocaine and money ruled the city streets and
even the good guys wanted a piece of the action.
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